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And the pattern continues:

Trees, handshakes, and paths (and
many

other structures!) are

counted by the can numbers:

R 0 123 45 6 z...

Cat(n) 1 1 2 31442 132439.--

where

Cat (n+1) =cat10) · Cat(n) + Cat(1). Cat(n-1) +cat(2) · Cat(n-2) +...

+Cat (n-1). Cat11) +Cat (n) · Cat (0)

=Ecattil Cat (n- i) =

c+)(2). (to be explained...)i=0



Combinatorics - the mathematics of counting

Counting:it's easy!
I

6 pennies
- - -

counting:it's hard! How many substitution
codes

(A +X, B- F,c -A,...) are there? What if no letter may
substitute for itself?

A26! =26-25.24...2.1 = 4.1026

or 26!(1 -1. ... + (51) = 1.5.10
Euler's constant 2.71828.



What is counting? tSequentially label with numbers
so that each objectgets exactly
one label.

But...

What is a number?

Potential Answer the number 6 is the collectionofall

collectionsthat can be "registered"with 91,2,3,4,5,6).

Foundational monstersnearby!



Bijection aba "cardinality"
&

Two sets (collections of objects) have the same size when there

is a one-tron corresponse (aka bijtin) between

them: -

it
-
A B

Write (A)=1B1 and call Aand B equinerous.
* If we count A (say 1Al=n) and A and B are

equinumerous, then 131 in as well!



↑

3 Counting Principles
.Additive Counting
For a set A, write A =BAC if every element of Ais in

exactly one of Bor C. This is apation of A, which

is the disjoint on ofB,c.
·B

- (1,2,3,4,5,2) =(2,5)H)1,3,4,61 ⑧

⑧

trem If A =BHC, then 1A1= 1B1*(C), ⑧ ⑧

Eg.(ctd) 6 =2+4

BHC I
⑧

⑧

⑧

⑳

C

⑧



3 Counting Principles
2. Multiplicative Counting
Torem If we can enumerate (count) the elements of a
set Aby firstmaking m choices andthen making
a choices, then 1Al=m.n.

m
=4

n
=

3

C, C2 C C1

2, 44134,4243, 2,223, is 44,2 Y,



Multiplicative Counting (ct'd)

subsets
For sets A,B, suppose every element of A

is also an

element of B. We then call Aa set of B and
write A=B.

&If IBI =n, how many
sets Aare subsets of B?

(If there are 12 flowers and your friend says you can take whichever

you like, how many different bouquets
can you make?

Ainout
infout in yout
no no no...

out Make 2 choices a consecutive
b
2

b
3

b
n times, so

2.2.2.....2 =2 subsets.



Multiplicative Counting (ct'd)

permutations
Aperation of 31,2, ..., n) is a reordering, ofthe elements,
orequivalently, abijection (1,2, ...,n) -(1,2, ...,n):

3164254*
Frem There are n!==n(n-1) (n-2)...3.2.1 permutations of
an a-element set.

n I 234567 8 9

n! I 2 6241207205040 40320362880



3 Counting Principles
3. Overcounting
rem If we counteach element ofa set Am times and our total

count is N, then 1Al=

② Sixcolleagues ata business menting each shake each others

hands exactly once? How many
handshakes occur in total?

A Each of the 6 people shakes hands,
. mill

⑧ 88

so 6.5 handshakes, but... we counted =(n- 1)
each handshake twice (Alice - Bob . ⑧

+ (n -2)

and (Bob - Alice) so = 15 handshakes. ⑧

+(n-3)
↓.. - +(



Overcounting (ta)

Choosing K from n
⑦How many different

flower bouquets can be made from 12 flowers?

Est attempt 12.11. 10.9

But y ==...

We've overcounted by a factor of41, the number of permutations
of each 4 flower bouquet.
A12.11.10.9(41) =495

Theorem There areit(n-b+1) Grelement subsets

of [1,2, . . ., n3.



The Binomial Triangle
· Write() - read in choose Is"- for the Hof h-element

subsets of 91,2, ..,n3,so (2) =Ait-ca-kts) -A
k! (n-k)!

· Let A:(such sets containing n), = (such sets not containing as
so that(m) =(A)+(B) Thy additive counting principle

· To count A, choose kil elements of $1,2, ..., n-1) then add in to the set);
for B, choose elements of (1,2, ..., n-13.

Erem (B) =(ni) + (*) (sometimes known as Pascal'sidentity (



The binomial triangle (ct'd)

Y

+:)
-(ii)
-)(i)(i)
I

18)(i)ili)tili-

-(0) -.(4)-,(2)
-
1(4)_,(Y)

-



The binomial triangle (ct'd)

Symmetry Them
16 =24 (2) =(n=w)

Row Sum Im

(8) +(i) +(2) +-.. +(2) =2



Binomials &Paths

&How many
"NE lattice paths" on the grid from (0,0) to (u,k)?
10,7) (11,7)

-

-

-~L-
2

(0,0)
I ...... 1

(11,0)

Enth total steps, exactly k ofwhich are N's, so

jnik) =(*)



Catalan Structures
1. Mountain Ranges:

Nx/sE lattice paths from 10,0) to (2n,0) that never go below
the x-axis

2. Dyck Paths:

N/E lattice paths from 10,0) to (min) that never go
above

the diagonal

rotate!em
10,8) (10,0)



=:Cat(n)

Ihrem There are nis(?) Dyck paths from 10,0) to (n,n).

Proofa LetIn be the collection ofNE lattice paths
from(0,0) to(n,n) so that I (n): (2). Now partition
In as EHE, H... HEn where Ei =In consists of

paths with in steps above the diagonal.
(Note:E = (Dyck paths3.) Then

12) =tol+(E,) +...+ (En)

by additive counting.
Can IE01=1E.)=...:Em (Try to prove it!
Thus #Dyck paths:1E0l =I=(?).



Parentheses & Handshakes

---Sre us EENEENNNEN M (((((()) ()
Dyck word:nE's, n N's well-balanced

EE

N #E? #N's reading left to right parentheses
!

-
e

na -s9-Ym,mic.... ↑ iI nested res joining 8 -M
1,2, . . ,in in upper

S ~
7 I S

half plane 6

noncrossingrem All of these structures are counted hand stakes

by (?) =Catin).



Catalan Recurrence
LetA=[nested arcs joinining 12...,zu in upper half plane).
Partition Aaccording to a such

that... so that
I 2k

A=A,Ar --- HAn. (A)

- = As for n=5. By multiplicative counting,·r e
11.11 I I

I 2345678 ix 1Ap1 =JAk-1)./An-k/e -
n-k

k- 1 =A-> A =Cat(k-1). Cat (n -k).

So by Al + additive counting,
Cat(n) =Cat10) Cat(n-1) -Cat(1/Cat(n-2) + ... +Cat(n-1) Catio).



· (at(0) =1 =

I(8)
· Cat(1) =(at(0) .(at(0) =1 =i(?)

· Cat(2) =(at(0) (at(1) +(at(1) (at(0) =11 +111 =2 =)2)
· (at(3) =(at(0)(at(z) +cat(1) (at(1) +(at(2) (at (0)

=12 +1.1 +2.1
=5 =4(3)

· Cat(4) =(at(o) (a+13) +(at(1) (at(z) +(at(z)(at(1) +cat(s)(at (0)

=1.5 +1.2 +2.1 +511 =14 =5(4)
· (at(5) =(a+(0)(a+(4) + (at(l) (at(s) -(at(2)(at(2) + (at(3)(at (1)

+Cat (4) cat1o)

=1.14 +1.5 +2.2 +5.1 +14 - 1 =42 =5(3)



Trees 7leaves
⑧

Afull binary tree looks WV
&

like totreatag"hasV

hoem There are Cat(ul:nit() two offshoots, one to the

full binary trees with nt) leaves.
left, the other tothe right

Proof Idea Partition according to number ofleaves on the

leftbranch from the rootin-h leaves

Use this to show thatfull binary trees withnil leaves satisfies
the Catalan recurrence. It



Meanders (open problem! (

2D nwrendor with
-

6 crossings

I

E
i ty pair of nested arc systems

joining 1,2, ..,6



Meanders (ct'd)

There are Cat(n). Cat(n) =Cat(n)" meandric systems with In crossings.

n
i

n

*www

-

*uuuuuW www



Meanders (ctd)

⑳
I loop - led manners

2 loops

i
3 loops

n
There are 8 closed meanders

* with 6 crossings.www

-

*uuuuuW www

R 123 4 S 6 7 8 .

Mn I 2842262182813820 10954 ...



Open Problem
Let M.:=#meandric systems with in crossings

and a loops
Mr:=M." =#closed meanders with in crossings

Find a formular for Mr
and Mr.

HenriPoincarc

1854-1912

Vladimir Arnold
1937 =2010



Francesco - Golinelli-Guitter, 1999

Solution for n-5[k=n:

k =1: You, 2023?



https://kyleormsby.github.io/files/113full_text.pdf

Further Reading

Thank
you
to Dave and Reed's

Math 13 students, and

thank you!


